“Merci,” he began. I realized that, unlike some of the men, he was fully French—his words were quite accented as he continued, “Good evening, and welcome to la maison des maîtres, our house of pleasure... of pain—oh—and as always, those men and women trained to serve for your pleasure. A smattering of applause. Tonight will be no exception, and you will find we have several new guests amongst our number. I trust you will find they have been trained very well. The man smiled. My name is Beaupré, and I will serve as our master of ceremonies. At this time we will have the maîtres enter, and bring with them our newest slaves for your examination... The night of the party hosted by the Maîtres de Sade has arrived, and Charles and Eleanor Sterling, the mysterious Earl of Pembroke and his Countess, have been fortunate enough to be invited. Though Eleanor thinks she is prepared for anything, when the masters of the house invite their guests to test the training of their servants, she discovers that she’s only uncovered the tip of the iceberg... Can Eleanor really bring herself to partake, as so many others seem prepared to do? Or will the values of her moralistic upbringing halt her evening before it even begins?
I thoroughly enjoyed the characters but all 3 books are way too short & leaves you with a feeling of disappointment.
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